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Dollar Tree’s Chinese Imports Delayed Due to
Container Shortage

Sales beyond Easter are at risk unless port congestion clears and ships
can return containers to Asia.
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This alert compares the language used in the company’s latest filing with the period before.
Research suggests changes in language, particularly in the risk factor section, is a powerful
indicator of future performance. Companies that change filing language, according to research,
underperform those that don’t by 30-50 basis points per month for the following year.

Shipping Container Shortage Delays Merchandise Delivery
Investors are likely aware that congestion at U.S. ports is preventing companies from receiving
inventory in a timely manner. But Dollar Tree, a discount variety retailer, is warning that port
congestion is resulting in second order consequences. In its 2020 10-K, Dollar Tree disclosed
that shipping containers are in short supply in parts of Asia:

“There is currently a shortage of shipping containers in China and other parts of Asia,
and as a result we are experiencing significant delays in importing our goods.”

The shortage, according to Dollar Tree, is a consequence of the port congestion:

“In the United States, the port congestion is resulting in ships not returning to Asia in a
timely manner as well as impacting equipment availability. This is resulting in delays in
product being loaded and shipped from overseas locations.”

Though Dollar Tree says it has plenty of merchandise for Easter— an important holiday that lifts
sales of seasonal assortments— the company says it’s vital that port congestion clear if sales
goals beyond the holiday are to be achieved:

“...the delays could potentially have a material adverse impact on our sales after
Easter, especially at Dollar Tree, if the delays do not improve.”
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Investors might monitor key port performance metrics like container dwell time to gauge the
likelihood that Dollar Tree can meet near term sales estimates beyond Easter, and whether
already inflated shipping costs further erode margins:

“In addition to creating business uncertainty, this disruption in the import transportation
process is also resulting in higher costs. We are also seeing increases in the cost to ship
domestic freight from our suppliers to our distribution centers. We are currently
projecting approximately $80.0 to $100.0 million of additional costs in fiscal 2021 as a
result of higher shipping and domestic freight costs.”


